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Studies which have been put in an attractive, 
tasty binding, and neatly printed. The print- 
ing is unusually accurate, only one misprint 
haviing come to the reviewer's notice. 

As we lay aside the book we are ready to 
echo the opinion of a critic who concluded his 
criticism of this work as follows: 

"Not only do those who knew the author 
have cause for profoundly regretting the sud- 
den ending of a literary career which openied 
with such unusual promise, but everybody, 
friend or stranger, must mourn the loss of one 
whose past work gave hope of such abundant 
fruition in the future." 

GUSTAV GRUENER. 
Yale Untiversity. 

SOME RECENT INVESTIGATIONS 
ON MODALITY. 

Perfective und linperfective A ctionsart im 
Germnanischen, von WILHELM STRFITBERG. 

PBB. xv, 70 ff. 

Zur Frage fiber den Ursprung der perfec- 
tivierenden Function der VerbalPrifixe. 
Nebst Einleitung fiber das Zusammenwirken 
des syntaktischeni uind phonetischen Factors. 
Inaugural-Dissertation zur Erlangung der 
AMagisterwiirde, von CARL RECHA. Dorpat: 
I893. 

Verba Perfektiva naimientlich inm Heliand. 
Ein Beitrag zum Verstandnis der germani- 
schen Verbalkomposition, von RUDOLF 
WUSTMANN. Leipzig: I894. 

'MODALITY' (German 'Aktionsart') is the 
character or mode of action expressed by a 
verb, and is usually divided into two kinds, 
perfective, and imperfective. 

" Perfective [a word coined with especial 
reference to peculiarities of the Slavic lan- 
guages] we designate verbs the meaning of 
which implies the attaining of an end, referring 
either to the moment of the attainment (mo- 
mentary perfectivity), or to the striving after 
an end up to the moment when it is reached 
(durative perfectivity)" 
(cf. Wtustmann, p. I), imperfective those which 
do not imply the attaining of an end. Modal- 
ity has nothing whatever to do with the 
relative time of action (Zeitstufe), which is 
expressed by tense. For example, in the sen- 
tences " Ich erstieg den Berg-I arrived at 

the top of the mountain," and "Die Kurse 
stiegen-the stocks were rising," the action 
referred to takes place in the past, while the 
verb in the first case is perfective, in the second 
imperfective, and the modality of the verbs is 
not altered by changing the tense-form from 
preterite to present, perfect, or future. The 
differenice of modality and relative time of 
action (first sharply defined by Tobler, KZ. 
XiV, 108-I39) is very important and must be 
kept clearly in mind. 

In the Slavo-Lettic dialects the different 
kinids of modality are so sharply defined that 
the underlyiing principle has been claimed as 
peculiar to that language-group. The ex- 
istence of traces of such a distinction in the 
Germanic languages was first pointed out by 
Jakob Grimm (I824, Preface to his translation 
of WVuk Stephanowitsch's Servian Grammar). 
Later investigations ( Bernhardt, Dorfeld, 
Pietsch) were almost exclusively confined to the 
prefix ge- and as a result of this isolation of 
ge- from the other verbal prefixes, its chief 
function, that of producing perfectivity, was 
overlooked. The first scholar to prove con- 
clusively what Grimm had merely stiggested, 
was Wilhelm Streitberg in his article on " Per- 
1ective und imperfective Actionsart im Ger- 
manischen " (PBB. xv, 70 ff.). 

In Slavic we find the following categories of 
verbs, according to their modality (cf. Streit- 
berg I, pp. 70-72): 

i. Imperfective, or continuative verbs; ls'ti, 
'steigen, ' 'be mounting'; 

2. Perfective, or l esultative verbs; vuz1hsti, 
'ersteigen,' ' ascend,' ' surmount,' ' arrive at 
the top of.' This class may be subdivided 
into: 

a. momentary perfectives: ersteigen, 'arrive 
at the top of,'-SI. ubiti, 'erschlagen, ' ' slay'; 

b. durative perfectives: besteigen, 'ascend,'-- 
SI. preberem, 'ich lese durch,' 'I am reading 
through'; 

3. iterative verbs, both perfective and im- 
perfective; not existing in the Germanic 
languages. 

Graphically represented, i would be an in- 
finite straight line; 2 a, a point; 2 b, a limited 
straight line; 3, a series of infinite straight 
lines, points, or limited straight lines respec- 
tively. 
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Streitberg's article, dealing with Gothic ex- 
clusively, divides Gothic verbs into: 

i. Imperfective simple (that is, uncompound- 
ed) verbs; for example, saikzwan, 'see,' 'have 
the faculty of seeing,' 'look at'; hauisjan, 
'hear,' have the faculty of hearing'; taujan, 
'be engaged upon doing'; 

2. Perfective simple verbs -in which the per- 
fective idea is inherent; qiman, 'come'; 
wairpan, ' become'; briggan; fitzpan; 

3. Perfective compounds,formed by prefixing 
prepositional adverbs to imperfective verbs; 
for example, gasaihwan, 'perceive by seeing'; 
gahausjanz, ' perceive by hearing'; Saei habai 
ausona hausjandona, gahausjai 'let him who 
has hearing ears perceive'; fair-, undgreipant, 
' seize'; usgaggan, 'go out'; ga/aujant, 'com- 
plete.' These Streitberg divides into: 

a. Such compounds as receive by the prefix 
an increment in meaning; insaihwan 'to look 
at,' ' look into '; 

b. Absolute perfectives, in which the content 
of the verb is changed only in modality; 
gasaihwan, 'perceive.' Ga-, which appears in 
only a few cases with its original local force 
(=Latin co-), becomes, on account of this lack 
of local force, the perfective particle xaz- 
ecoX1V. The perfective simple verbs do not 
enter into composition with colorless ga-, ex- 
cept when thereby a durative perfective is 
clhanged into a momentary perfective; a fact 
which escaped Streitberg's notice. So swillani, 
' die,' certainly containis a perfective idea,-we 
cannot think of dying without having the end 
in mind,-gaswillan is a momentary perfective, 
' breathe one's last.' 

Finally (4), there are a limited number of 
imperfective simplicia that, by tlleir nature, 
do not admit of perfectivity; such as wisan, 
' be' (corresponding perfective: wairpani ' be- 
come '); r odjan, 'speak,' 'talk ' (perfective: 
qipani, 'say '); libain, 'live'; frijon, 'love '; 
fijan, 'hate.' They remain imperfective in 
composition (atwisan, 'be present'; inibrod- 
jan, 'talk together,') anid are never com- 
pounded with colorless ga-. 

Streitberg fuLrther shows how perfectivity is 
used by Ulfilas to make good losses that 
Gothic had suffered in tense-forms as com- 
pared with the I.-E. parent-speech; as, for 
example, by the reindering of the Greek aorist 

by a perfective. 
Already in Gothic there is a tendency to use 

ga- as the mere formal sign of the past partici- 
ple, a very natural development. This pro- 
cess has been going on steadily, until in Mod. 
H.G. ge- is established as formal sign of the 
past participle. The original state of affairs is 
to be seen only in verbs compounded with 
inseparable prefixes, further in worden in the 
perfect of the passive voice (er is/getfitel wor- 
den), and in occasional remnants in dialectic 
forms (worden, komnmen, funden; Go5z von 
Berlichingen: /roffen). 

Recha's monograph adds nothing new to the 
subject of verb-modality, and is decidedly in- 
ferior to Streitberg's masterly investigation. 
Streitberg, as Recha informs us, was not justi- 
fied in transferring Slavo-Lettic verb-categories 
into the Germanic field; but this objection is 
ill-founded, since Streitberg uses the Slavic 
only to give a clear idea of modality on ac- 
count of the sharply defined distinction of its 
different categories in these languages, that is, 
for comparison and illustration. Recha at- 
tenmpts to trace the development of perfectivity 
back to original conditions. The lengthy in- 
troduction, a discussion of the co-operation of 
the syntactic and phonetic factors in language, 
largely made up of quotations, has a very in- 
direct bearing on the question. After attesting 
by liberal quotations from Brugmann and 
Delbriick the original use of reduplication as 
a means of expressing perfectivity, Recha ad- 
vances the theory that the later production of 
perfectivity by a verbal prefix is merely a 
formal transferrinig of function from the re- 
duplicating syllable to prefix (p. 69), because 
(P. 73): 
"the Spraclhgeffilil for reduplication having 
been weakened was finally satisfied with any 
prefix, wlhich lengtlhened the form of the verl 
in the same way as the reduplicating syllable." 
This-the only point Reclha makes-is certainly 
false. Perfectivity as such is not developed, 
but is inherent in the combination of the con- 
tents of a verb and a local adverb (cf. Wust- 
manni cited below).' 

I Other mistakes of Recha are, I his classincg all tuncom- 
pouinded verbs as imperfectives, thus ignoring the second 
class in Streitberg's division (qiman, wairpan, etc.); 2 his 
statement, on p. 46, that Gothic uses the preterite of com 
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While Recha's investigation on modality is a 
step backward and would best have remained 
unprinted, Wuistmann's Verba Perfek/iva is a 
welcome and valuable contribution to the sub- 
ject. It supplements, and in several points 
represents an advance upon Streitberg. The 
most important of these are the following: 

"The change of modality by a prefix is 
nothing but the result of the combination of 
the contents of both verb anid prefix (p. i8). 
The latter fixes upon a certain point in the 
activity of the verb, which as such nmay be 
compared to an infinite straight line; perfec- 
tivity, or perfective modality consists in repre- 
senting the activity as starting from this point, 
or striving towards it, or just reaching it. 
Therefore the word 'perfectivity' is insuifficient, 
since it fails to recognize the equal elaim of 
the ingressive to recognition with tlhe perfec- 
tive or effective. In bliyndai issaihwand, daubai 
gahausjand the blind obtain sight, and the 
deaf regain their hearing,' both verbs are dis- 
tinctly ingressive. In a nunumber of verbs it is 
possible to conceive of the original final point 
of activity as the beginning or starting point 
of the same activity later. Ersehen originally 
meant 'perceive'; but as the activity of seeing 
is continued, ersehen may also he taken for an 
ingressive. The same must have been the 
case in a number of verbs like Gothic gasaihw- 
an, and so we have besides the M.H.G. per- 
fectives gestin, gesi/zen geligen, the ingres- 
sives ' enter into the state of standing, sitting, 
lying,' that is, 'stop,' 'sit down,' lie down.' 
The separation of perfectives and ingressives, 
neglected by Streitberg, is essential, and justi- 
fied by historic development." 

"Since all relations in language which ap- 
pear to us figuratively were originally only 
space conceptions, and since the perfectivity, 
or more correctly momentariness of a verb, 
always refers to a point in space, or a moment 
in time, one must start from the fundamental 
meaning of the prefix in explaining perfective 
compounds [which, again, Streitberg failed to 
do]. Streitberg's distinction of 'absolute' 
perfectivity (colorless ga-) and perfectivity with 
simultaneous increment in meaning (see above), 
is unessential; there really is no absolute per- 
fectivity as long as the reaching of an end is 
felt in a verbal idea, and a really colorless 
pound (perfective) verbs as perfect tense (tauja ' I am doing,' 
tawida 'I did,' gatawida 'I have done,') contradicted by 
himself on p. 96; 3 his failing to perceive that most prefixes, 
besides imparting perfectivity, give the verb a distinctly 
local idea, an increment in meaning (cf. p. 89 b.); and his as. 
sertion that these prefixes are used indiscriminately and 
interchangeably (p. 94.)-The work contains some confusing 
misprints, as for example, p. 93 1. 7 from below unbitonten 
for betonfen; on p. 65, 11. Io and 13 from below, Schmiialz ihi. 

stead of Sto1z. 

prefix soon beconmes a mere formal sign, as in 
M.H.G. ich enmacgesin." 

The third class of verbal concepts (besides 
perfective simfplicia and compounds) men- 
tioned by Wustmann (p. 4), such as in die 
Kirche gehen, I do not regard as a class by 
itself; the local adverb whiclh expresses the 
reaching of an end, or motion towards it with 
the reaching implied, and the content of which 
has to be combinied with the content of the 
verb to produce perfectivity, may be an adverb 
proper, an adverbial phrase, or an adverbial 
prefix. 

"To be consistent," Wustmann continues, 
(p. 4) " we must extend the term ' perfective' 
to every transitive verb in which a stopping or 
interruption of the activity negatives at once 
the whole conception of the action. Thus ich 
baue ein Haus 'I am building a house' is per- 
fective; without the idea of completion we 
should say ich baue an einern Haus 'I am 
building at or on a house.'2 This explains at 
once why perfective compounds very often 
take their object in the accusative while the 
corresponding simplex does not; the accusa- 
tive denoting complete subjection or subjuga- 
tion of the object. For example, nach der 
AKrone greifen, but die Krone ergreifen; nach 
dein Geliebtenz blickeni but den Geliebten er- 
blicken. The idea of completed action causes 
the verbs to be made transitive." 

Another good example in addition to those 
cited from Wustmann is the verb nachah.men, 
which takes its object in the accusative when 
the imitation is perfect in all details, in the 
dative when such is not the case. 

Wustmann's just but rather acrimonious 
criticism of Wunderlich's treatment of perfec- 
tivity and transitivation in his Der deutsche 
Satzbau (p. 24 ff.) contains an element of 
humor when one recalls to mind the harsh 
treatment which the elder Wustmann's Sprach- 
dunnrnheiten received at Wunderlich's hands. 

Wustmann's special field for the investiga- 
tion of modality is the Heliand. His task is 
more difficult than Streitberg's, because in the 
case of the Heliand we do not have a Greek 
original, translated by a highly educated man 
with a keen sense for idiom and beauty of 
language (-Does not Wustmann, as well as 
Streitberg, overrate this point? Ulfilas did 
not uise perfectivity differently from the Goths 

2 Compare also er zahlt 'he is counting,' imperfective, and 
er zahZk acit, ' he counts eight,' perfective. 
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around him!); also the rhythm may have 
compelled the poet to sacrifice the prefix, as 
especially gi- (ge-) is a light syllable, and we 
cannot tell how far the feeling for its function 
as creating perfectivity had become weakened 
in Old Saxon; and finally we might be tempted 
to attribute to the numerous variations of a 
verbal idea one and the same kind of modality. 
We must give Wustmann the credit of having 
overcome these difficulties throughout his 
work, except in a few details. 

The history of the development of the dif- 
ferent prefixes (chapter i) is an admirably 
clear presentation of the subject and a valua- 
ble feature of the whole treatise. These pre- 
fixes appear in O.S. as: gi (ge); a (Gothic us, 
Mod. H.G. er), for, far, af, ant, an, bi, be, 
umbi, of, ti (te), thurh, undar, uuidar. It is 
especially interesting to follow what Wust- 
mann says on gi-, the different meanings of 
which-sociative, intensive, perfective, and in- 
gressive-he develops from original ' together' 
=Latin co-, which has undergone the same 
changes in meaning. The modern German 
intransitive gefrieren (properly 'zusammen- 
frieren,' ' fest frieren,' then ' ganz frieren,' also 
'in den Zustand des Frierens eintreten') illus- 
trates this development; and modern German 
zusamnen in such words as zusarnnenbrecken, 
zusamlsneifallen, exhibits a striking parallel. 

Among the examples of perfective modality 
quoted in the next chapter, we should have 
expected Wustmann to give some cases of his 
third class, that is, the combination of imper- 
fective verbs with adverbial phrases expressing 
the attaining of an end. Some of those quoted 
by him as imperfectives, are perfectives ac- 
cording to his own definitioti; so 232, "l egda 
im ena boc an barmn; "-I406/7, " ac he it hoho 
scal an seli settean." 

Other cases are: IOI/3 "Thea liudi stodlui 
umbi that helaga hus, endi geng im the gihe- 
rodo man an thana uuih innan; "-I22, "nu 
hiet he me an thesan sidjfaran " (ingressive);- 
2I80/2, "tho sahun sie thar en hreo dragan, 
enan liflosan lichamon thea liudi forien, beran 
an enaru baru ut at thera burges dore;"-3740, 
"' dref sie ut thanen; "-3878/9, " endi in ut 
thanan gengun; "-4628/9, Giuuet imu tho ut 
tizanian inuuideas gern ludas gangan;"-5971/2, 
" ledda sie utt thanan antat he sie brahte an 

Bethania. " 
Fulgangan,which is imperfective ('oboedire,' 

for example, II1/2, 446/9, appears as a dura- 
tive perfective in 455I/2: " thar sie the land- 
uuise lestian scoldun, futlgangan godes gi. 
gibode." In IO96/7, "thar ina se balouuisa 
let al obarsehan irminthiode," obarsehan is 
perfective, either durative or momentary, obat 
having also the force of uinbi, ' iiberschauen,' 
'look over,' 'survey,' or 'einen Blick werfen 
auf,' 'cast a glance upon.' These examples 
may possibly be taken as early cases of implicit 
or unexpressed perfectivity, which is so gei- 
eral in Mod. H. G. and especially in English 
and here due in large part to the weakening 
of the prefixes and the consequent lack ol 
formal devices for indicating perfectivity. 

In the gi- of giniman anid giqueiYan as dis- 
tinct from the simple verbs, Wustniann sees 
intensive meaning. But it is more probable 
that, just as in gaswilUan mentioned above, 
the prefix here changes a durative perfective in- 
to a momentary perfective. This funiction of 
gi-,which both Streitberg and Wustmrann over- 
look, is importaiit and should have been sug- 
gested to Wustmann by the sentence cited 
from Goitz von Berlichinzgen (p. 4) 'Ich sterbe, 
sterbe, und kann nicht ersterben" wlhere er- 
has the same force. 

In the last chapter, dealing with syntactic 
relations of perfectivity, Wustmanin opposes 
Streitberg's view that perfective verbs serve 
to indicate the future; this tense is not dis- 
tinct from the present, or it is indicated by the 
adverb than, or expressed by auxiliaries, for 
example willean, sculan, inugan, tuzirban, 
sometimes accompanied by the adverb than.3 

EDWIN C. ROEDDER. 

University of Micqi.gan. 
3 It may be added in conclusion that an investigation of one 

or more of the Modern German classics with reference to 
the production of perfectivity by syntactical composition 
would certainly throw new light on the subject, and in this 
case the modern Sprachgeftlhl would be more reliable than it 
is for the older stages of the language. Also Modern Eng- 
lish wouild afford an interesting field for investigation 
in its periphrastic conjugation (' He is bringing me the book,' 
'6was bringing me the book,' 'brought the book': 'he is 
going,' but, 'he loves,' 'he hates ').-Modern French has an 
excellent means for expressing perfectivity in its Passd d6fi- 
ni, which is used for ingressives, momentary perfectives, and 
even durative perfectives when actions or conditions denot- 
ing an advance in the narration are included in one historical 
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